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23 degrees Taurus

The Angels
of

Diet

Mysticism

Also known as

The Angels
of

Camarion

Beloved,
All food, for all beings, is sacred.
In the original blueprints of creation,
the consciousness that goes in to the
manifestation of food,
from the elemental realms to the human
realm,
are spiritual in nature,
and affect miraculous outcomes of eating.
Spiritual awareness charges food with divine
qualities,
resulting in supreme happiness.
We inspire the awareness that colors of food

relate to the colors of the divine virtues.
Shapes of food relate to sacred geometry and
numbers.

We inspire, through intuition and inner
guidance,
which food is best for any purpose,
whether fruits or prepared
compound meals,
in order to adhere to the mystical laws of
analogies.
Whenever the letter C is used in the ancient
language,
the virtue of the spiritualization of matter with
divine ideas,
qualities and feelings is highlighted.
As people encompass the miracle of the
existence of food,
and understand the love and intelligent energy
of the elementals
and other beings that go into the creation and
growing of it,
each morsel of food becomes extremely sacred
and holy.

By adding to this already holy substance the
power of the spiritualization of divine virtues
in being, will, thought, emotion , and
sensation,
food reaches such a pure and holy potency
that is astounding in its power to heal

and uplift the consciousness and bodies of
those who eat it.
The consciousness already inherent in food can
be infused with divine higher consciousness,
through being, will, visualization and through
emotions and sensations
.

This, and knowing which foods are
best for any particular purpose,
are our areas of competence.

We give information about the mystical
relations between various kinds of food
from the point of view of health and the
harmony of the body
.

Every fruit, vegetable, and grain
embodies divine ideas.

The shape, color, taste, and sensations of each
food

are analogous to qualities of divine
consciousness.
By attuning to foods with mystical faculties
brought about by wisdom and enlightenment,
and knowing the meanings of color, number,
sensation and shape,
it is easier to understand the spiritual
significance and effects
of various foods.
The addition of fire or water to food adds
further analogous vibrations
that affect the subtle energies of the human

body temple
.

Sacred use of fire can infuse qualities of divine
omnipotent will for the highest good, which is
electricity,
and sacred use of water infuses divine emotions,
which is magnetism
.

Teaching the sons and daughters of Divine
Being
to heal the body and restore and maintain
harmony through diet
is our responsibility.

MIRACLES

C-A-M-A-R-I-O-N

CWe teach you to spiritualize matter, to
impregnate it with divine qualities, ideas, and
virtues
A and umlaut A, aew ith enlightened
consciousness of the illuminated mind,
using clairvoyance, talents and mystical
abilities, and the power of visualization,
along with the power of transformation.

MWe inspire mastery of feelings, vitality, and
life spirit
A and umlaut A, aeand control over the spirits
of the air
along with the ability to release for
transformation
and thereby control negative passions,
negative beings,
and overcome clinging to any mental,
emotional, or physical value, situation,
or possession that no longer serves the highest
good of all concerned.

RWe awaken ingenuity so that you may
understand and articulate new ideas quickly.
IWe reveal all laws of the physical world in
order that you may perform miracles.
umlaut O, eu, and OWe help you see through
the eyes of love divine
to enliven indwelling perfection and master
electro-magnetic fluids,
which are will and feeling, and the functioning
of the human body and physical world.

NThis is done to restore health and to gain
mastery
over physical laws of coherence in humans and
animals.
********

Footnotes:
The names and meaning of angel groups come from
Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings
which together form a common precursor, or root,
of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being
of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the earth,
and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, or sections, in the angel
messages are quoted or paraphrased from the
books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone
girdling the earth
is referenced from THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL
EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the
letters
are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE
QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W.
Germany.
These books have very important information for
these studies.

The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book,
"Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by
his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.

***********

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all
dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I am one with all there is,
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL

CONCERNED happen.
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
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